AGREEMENT

CONCERNING THE ADOPTION OF UNIFORM CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL
AND RECIPROCAL RECOGNITION OF APPROVAL
FOR MOTOR VEHICLE EQUIPMENT AND PARTS

done at Geneva on 20 March 1958

Addendum 71: Regulation No. 72

Corrigendum 1*

Date of entry into force as an annex to the Agreement:
15 February 1988

UNIFORM PROVISIONS CONCERNING THE APPROVAL OF MOTOR CYCLE
HEADLAMPS EMITTING AN ASYMMETRICAL PASSING BEAM AND A
DRIVING BEAM AND EQUIPPED WITH HALOGEN LAMPS (HS1 LAMPS)


UNited nations
Amend the seventh line in the **table in paragraph 7.2.5.** to read:

"Any point in zone IV 2"

Annex 4, amend the diagram so that the notations "H₃" and "H₄" are interchanged.